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Briefing from the National Housing Federation 

This briefing summarises the Government‟s proposed approach devolving greater powers and 

resources to the core cities through „city deals‟. It also sets out the key implications of city deals and 

the actions housing associations may wish to take in the future. 

1.0 Introduction 

On 8 December 2011, the Government announced that it would be working with the 8 core cities to agree a 

series of „city deals‟. The core cities are Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, 

Nottingham and Sheffield. 

 

The Government‟s rationale is set out within “Unlocking growth in Cities”. Unlocking Growth argues that the 

core cities have significant untapped economic potential. In recent years, they have not achieved the same 

growth as European counterparts, such as Milan or Munich. Handing these cities a tailored package of new 

powers will give a new cadre of city mayors the freedoms they need to deliver much higher levels of economic 

growth and boost the competitiveness of their cities. 

 

Unlocking growth is based on a number of key concepts. Firstly, that devolution works best when there is a 

clear and accountable civic leader in charge. Coalition ministers have consistently argued that devolution has 

worked well in London, because Mayor has provided such accountable leadership. Secondly, functional city 

economies and housing markets operate well beyond administrative boundaries. Therefore, solutions need to 

be taken in partnership, such as through a local economic partnership, but they also need an accountable 

leader to bring key players together and be the „go to figure‟ when problems arise. Finally, city deals also 

draws on the notion that there is no „one size fits all model‟ for devolution. Each city will need to different 

package of powers to respond to the unique challenges it faces.  

2.0 What are city deals? 

City Deals will be agreed on a city by city basis. The content of each deal will reflect the different needs of 

each city. The aim is to give each city a series of „licensed exceptions‟ to deliver higher economic growth. In 

particular, the Government wants cities to use these powers to deliver innovative projects to unlock growth in 

the local economy. Unlocking Growth proposes a series of potential new powers that cities could secure as 

part of their „City Deal‟. 21 „bold illustrative options‟ are listed in the document. These powers include: 

 

 A consolidated capital pot: allowing cities the freedom to direct and prioritise economic investment 
 

 A local property company: vest all public sector buildings into a single company with receipts invested 

into economic development 

 

 Homes and Communities Agency devolution: devolve spending and function to city level. Key areas 

being discussed for devolution include both greater control over the disposal of central government land 

and assets and the devolution of the HCA‟s regeneration functions. 

 

 Access to additional Regional Growth Fund: access to the extra £1bn RGF for ambitious projects 

 

 Local employment and skills offer: improve integration of Job Centre Plus and the Work Programme 

with wider social services and the city‟s needs 

 

 City skills fund: tailor adult skills provision to meet the needs of city employers 

 

 City apprenticeship hub: allow cities to establish hubs that can access national funding to finance small 

business apprenticeships. 
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In return, Government is looking to cities to deliver proposals that meet 4 key criteria: 

 

 A clear economic rationale: cities need to demonstrate a clear rationale on why any devolution sits 

better at the local authority/LEP level.  

 

 A strong evidence base: proposals need to be supported by evidence so that the costs and benefits of 

each proposal can be assessed. 
 

 Appropriate geography: some powers need to sit at the local authority level whereas others may sit 

better at the level of the LEP/functional economy level 

 

 Appropriate Governance and accountability: the government needs assurances that there is visible 

and accountable political leadership that can work with the private sector to drive growth forward. The 

Government assumes that cities with a directly elected Mayor will be better placed to meet this test. 

 

3.0 Liverpool City Deal 

Liverpool is the first city to agree a „city deal‟ as the Council has opted for a city Mayor and a Mayoral 

Development Corporation. The agreed deal includes: 

 

 Mayoral Investment Board – the board will oversee the city‟s housing and economic strategy. It will 

also have oversight of HCA land assets and economic development priorities, but the HCA will remain 

the accountable body.  
 

 Priority Economic Development areas - new enterprise zone between Liverpool central business 

district and 5 Mayoral Development Zones. 
 

 Economic development funding: DCLG will contribute an additional £75m over the remaining 

spending review period to support economic development. 
 

 Secondary School Investment Plan – 12 new secondary schools(funded by Liverpool Council) 

including at least 6 academies. They will be committed to supporting equipping young people with the 

skills to support local growth. 
 

 Youth Contract Pathfinder – DWP will work Liverpool to deliver a localised support programme for 

when participants leave the work programme to improve customer experience. 

 

4.0 Manchester City Deal 

Greater Manchester Combined Authority is the second city to agree a „city deal‟ with the Government. The 

deal includes proposals for a new „Earn Back Model‟ that hopefully will unlock £1.2 billion of infrastructure 

investment across the city region. Under the model, Greater Manchester can invest in new infrastructure and 

in return can retain up to £30m additional tax revenues generated by new infrastructure. The deal will also 

establish a Greater Manchester Housing Investment Board. The board will set up an investment fund. This 

fund will help build 5,000 – 7,000 new homes by 2017. 

5.0 What are the other core cities proposing 

Unlocking Growth sets out each of the Core Cities‟ initial proposals. The proposals were each drawn up by the 

LEP and city authority. Reviewing each of the proposals, they are a number of key ideas: 

 

 Rebalancing the economy: most cities aim to promote a new types of economic growth in their cities. For 

example, Manchester wants to focus on low carbon technologies, whilst Leeds wants to focus on export-led 

growth.  
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 Nurturing small business: many of the proposals focus on start-ups and small business to achieve this 

growth. For example. Nottingham proposes a local growth fund to promote innovation and business growth.  
 

 Delivering infrastructure to drive growth: nearly all proposals aim to build new infrastructure. In some 

cases, this is the creation of a city-wide infrastructure network, such as Birmingham‟s aspiration to create a 

world class digital environment, in other cases it is specific infrastructure, such as improving a specific road. 
 

 Maximising the impact of public land: many of the proposals aim to use surplus public sector land to 

unlock higher levels of housing and economic growth through the creation of mayoral boards that have 

strategic oversight of all public sector land and assets including HCA and RDA assets. 
 

 Using new mechanisms to promote: many of the cities aim to use Enterprise Zones or other tools to 

promote development in specific areas. For example, Newcastle wants a joint Accelerated Development 

Zone with Gateshead to deliver an additional 18,957 jobs and £715m GVA. 
 

 Aligning skills with the needs of growth: ensuring that schools and other organisations are equipping 

people with the skills that employers and growth sectors need to drive economic growth in their city.  
 

6.0 City deals: the Implications  

 

City deals are likely to herald a shift in the governance of English cities. „Unlocking Growth‟ makes clear that 

the Government wants city mayors in charge of cities with local enterprise partnerships (covering city regions) 

making decisions on economic development. For example, Liverpool‟s LEP will decide on how the business 

rates from the new enterprise zone are spent. As city mayors will not govern the whole city region, but only the  

a major  local authority (i.e. Liverpool City Council), city mayors will be increasingly reliant on their LEP 

partners and other local authorities to deliver the city deal. This may prove to be challenging where there are a 

number of mayors eg potentially in Salford and Manchester or in the Leeds City Region. 

 

„Unlocking Growth‟ states that city deals will offer a series of licensed exceptions to enable civic leaders to 

deliver higher levels of growth. There are two key issues with this approach. Firstly, there is the risk that 

Government gives city mayors accountability for delivering their ambitious proposals but does not give them 

the necessary powers. For instance, it is unclear whether the core cities adopting Accelerated Development 

Zones will be given sufficient borrowing powers to make them a success. Secondly, the document fails to 

recognise the importance of national levers. In reality, central Government still retains key levers, such as the 

VAT rate or corporation tax, which can promote growth. For example, the Federation‟s research has 

demonstrated that a VAT cut for repairs and maintenance to 5% would release an extra £623m into the 

development industry. 

 

The devolution of HCA functions could have significant implications for housing associations. On the one 

hand, devolution of functions may prove a more effective means of meeting local housing needs than a 

national programme. The flexibility to design a city investment programme may mean a more locally tailored 

offer. On the other hand, devolution of key HCA functions has the potential to reduce the overall efficiency and 

consistency of the national programme. It also runs the risk of weakening national accountability over 

delivering new affordable homes. 

 

Giving cities much greater control over central government land and assets may have implications for housing 

associations. Many of the core cities are proposing mayoral boards or local economic partnership boards. 

Whilst these boards will not have direct ownership over central government land and assets, they may have 

much greater  influence over such assets, including the disposal of HCA and RDA assets. Furthermore, where 

such boards do „have teeth‟, it is likely cities will also take greater control and responsibility over the HCA 

regeneration function. Consequently, housing associations need to consider how they engage with these new 

mechanisms. If housing associations wish to be involved in the regeneration of these cities and develop on 
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surplus public sector land sites then they will need to devlop new relationships with the mayor or the mayoral 

development corporations in addition to building and maintaining strong relationships with  local authorities. 

 

Implemented in an appropriate way, city deals could unlock higher levels of growth. Research has shown that 

housing investment can play a key role in supporting the wider economy. Oxford Economics estimated that for 

every £1 invested in housing generates an additional £1.40 of spending in the wider economy. Some of the 

powers on offer, such as the single capital pot or the local property company, have the potential to unlock 

stalled sites and drive forward the development of new homes. Cities could also combine these powers with 

their existing funds, such as Growing Places Fund and the New Homes Bonus, which might have the potential 

deliver a powerful stimulus for their local housing markets and wider economies.  

 

The additional £1bn Regional Growth Fund may assist this. In theory, cities could tap into this funding to 

supplement transition funding for stalled housing market renewal programmes (HMR). This would not only 

help create long-term sustainable communities, but also generate growth. Audit Commission research 

estimated that for £1 spent in HMR areas £2.84 of spending was generated in the wider economy. 

Recognising the value of such programmes, Joe Anderson, Leader of Liverpool Council and mayoral 

candidate, is planning to focus £27m to tackle empty homes. Housing associations should be making the case 

to local civic and private sector leaders for shaping city deals around housing investment. 

 

Greater flexibility over employment and skills provision may have positive implications for many housing 

associations and their tenants. Housing associations may wish to work with civic leaders and the private sector 

on a grand „city skills offer‟. This could include funding for new housing association apprenticeships, a more 

integrated employment and skills service for low skilled/unemployed tenants and expanded work programme 

contracts that better meet the needs of the most vulnerable individuals.  

 

7.0 Engaging with Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEP) 

There are 38 agreed partnerships across England. Together these cover around 51 million people or 99% of 
England's population, 99% of businesses (active enterprises) and 99% of all employee jobs (approx. 23 million 
employees). Like each city deal, each LEP is unique. Each partnership has different priorities and composition; 
reflecting the different characteristics of each place. The Federation has produced a number of member 
briefings about LEPs in each of our regions, which are available on our website. 
 
The city deal process has highlighted the growing and important role of local enterprise partnerships (LEP). 
Future funding and decisions are likely to be channeled through LEPs or at least through joint Mayoral-LEP 
structures. Therefore, the Federation is keen to encourage housing associations to engage with LEPs. Some 
of our members are already actively engaged with LEPs in their areas, but it is a priority for us to get each LEP 
engaged with members and that they understand our contribution to the economic growth agenda.  

 

Where members do wish to get more engaged and involved in their LEP, they should contact their regional 

office in the first instance. Regional offices may be able to help facilitate and broker meetings with their local 

LEP. 

 

  

 


